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Random = incompressible

Descriptive complexity is one of  the measure of  
randomness.

Theme
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Kolmogorov Complexity
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Random and Non-random
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224 3. Algorithmic Prefix Complexity

FIGURE 3.3. Complexity oscillations of a typical random sequence !

Example 3.6.2 The proof of Theorem 3.6.1 shows that the separation of a random infi-
nite sequence from the nonrandom ones involves a complexity gap. That
is, for random ! the amount by which K(!1:n) exceeds n goes to ! in
the limit; for nonrandom ! the amount by which n exceeds K(!1:n) may
fluctuate but is also unbounded. So the value of K(!1:n) as a function
of n is bounded away from the diagonal in either direction for all !:
nonconstant far below for the nonrandom sequences, and nonconstant
far above for the random sequences, Figure 3.3. See also [G.J. Chaitin,
Algorithmic Information Theory, Cambridge Univ. Press, 1987].

In the C-complexity version, random infinite sequences have oscillations
of the complexity of initial segments below the diagonal. With K com-
plexity similar oscillations must take place above the diagonal. Some
relevant properties are surveyed in the table of Figure 3.4.

For example, the maximal complexity of some !1:n is K(!1:n) = n +
K(n) + O(1), Theorem 3.3.1. But similar to the case for C(!) (Theo-
rem 2.5.1 on page 143), no single ! satisfies K(!1:n) " n + K(n)+ O(1)
for all n. In fact, in analogy to the proof of Theorem 2.5.1, we find that
for all !, for infinitely many n,

K(!1:n) # K(C(!1:n)) + C(!1:n) + O(1)

# n $ g(n) + K(n $ g(n)) + O(1)

# n $ g(n) + K(n) + O(1),

! is random i! ! is not random i!
"0(!|#) < ! i! "0(!|#) = ! i!

%c&n[K(!1:n) " n $ c] i! &c%n[K(!1:n) < n $ c] i!
limn!" K(!1:n) $ n = ! lim supn!" n $ K(!1:n) = !

FIGURE 3.4. K-complexity criteria for randomness of infinite sequences
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From Li and Vitányi (2008) p.224
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Initial Segment Complexity
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Kolmogorov Complexity
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Schnorr Randomness
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Question

Does a Schnorr version of
Ample Excess Lemma hold?
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A variant of  Omega
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Extended Ample Excess Lemma
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The results by Miller and Yu (2008) was used to 
show the relation between K, C and vL-
reducibility.

Similarly, the results presented here provide its 
Schnorr version; the relation between Schnorr, 
dm (decidable machine) and vLS-reducibility.
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Summary

We looked at initial segment complexity of  Schnorr 
random set.

This requires uniform relativization and computable 
analysis.

More relation with truth-table reduction.
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